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Turkish Towels Take Prize
Vote Tomorrow MCA Elects Lambert Prexy
For Couple At Penny Carnival On Proposed
At General Meeting Tue.
Constitution
Students will vote Friday, April 18,
in a referendum on the proposed General Student Senate constitution. Polls,
located in the Administration buildine.
will be open from 9:30 a.m. until -;
p.m.
The constitution, published in tif
Maine Campus two weeks ago, is tb.
result of nearly two years' work by
various senate lxxlies and advisory fa(' ulty committees.
The General Senate is operating at
the present time under a make-shift
document, amended several times in
the past few years to meet changing
conditions.
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Bryce Lambert '48, Prism Editor, wa, dieted I
the
Maine Christian Association at a general meeting held in Coburn
Hall Tuesday night. Nearly 100 MCA members attended.
—• The vice-president elect is Ruth

Fogler. Jean Lynaugh is the new
.I secretary and Bruce Folsom. treasurer.
1 All new officers have been active in
the MCA. Bryce Lambert was a member of the Church Service committee,
nd served as chairman of the Embassy
committee this year. Ruth Fcgler was
elected to the Freshman Club Cabinet
Up until the time that The Campus her first year. and served as co-chairwent to press today, no word had been man of the Community Responsibility
committee in '45-46. and continued as
received of Noreen Reed or Bruce Fulchairman
in '46-'47.
ton missing since Thursday evening.
her
sophomore
year. Jean LynIn
There have been no indications as to
of Bible Study,
became
chairman
augh
but
the
has
couple,
become
of
what
police are still searching this area and this year, chairman of Special
thoroughly in hopes that some trace of Services. Treasurer Bruce 1:,.!som was
elected president of last year's Freshthem may be found.
man Club. He is at present a memFulton and Miss Reed were last seen
ber of the Program committee f the
at Farnsworth's Cafe in Orono about
30A)
Club.
Topic, of vital U.:crust t,, :.laine 10 o'clock Thursday evening. PreviDon Crossland o:.ened
.President
students and faculty members are cur- Idais to that. they had been seen at the
rently under discussion in and around hus stop near Lambda Chi by hvo
(Continued on Page Four)
the State legislature at Augusta.
coeds who said they showed no outThis year, the University Trustees ward signs of excitement which might
have asked the State for an extra have indicated plans for an elopement.
$350,000 for each of the two fiscal The elopement theory has also been
years of the 1947-49 biennium.
proven faulty by the fact that Miss
The Trustees have been forced to Reed is said to have had nothing with
make this request because of the in- her other than the clothes she was
The work preference questi,Amaires
creased! costs of running the Univer- wearing. Reportedly, even her lipstick
f..r
the coming May 7 Maine I 1-,.y are
sity, and the increased enrollment.
was left in her room.
being distributed. Lists are I chug
11.
\V
In 1929, when the mill tax was made
At the present time, police have been
• law, the University received $743,000 working on the angle that the two 11C:iVCrt.*(1 to all students living on
as its State appropriation based on merely eloped and perhaps are afraid campus. Off campu, men
are asked to fill out their ..-...e-tionvalue of property. In the present bi- ti retn--.
nair:.s
at the following places.
ennial, 1946-47, income provided by the
The MCA building and the lobby
State has amounted to $707,000.
•,1 Alumni ihill Nil' h e y:c• by the
During that interval, student enrollProject C-Innitte.: fr,
ment at the University increased from
ril 17, until '.'.1on41:y.
Hi 1. to
1500 to 3200 on the Maine campus,
:
:=3CU:ty
accomm,'date tie
lents.
with an additional 700 expected from
A system of teacher rating for the All persons arc remM.led
tile work
the Brunswick campus next year. Op•.'7e deerating costs have risen, and show no University of Maine came into the involved in the i..ssig:m7ent
news aeain at the last General Senate sired tasks and are asked t c:crate
indication of coming back to normal.
having the card• filled out by
The Trustees are also asking the meeting.
Monday.
voted
to
Selate
to
The
recommend
legislature for $150,000 for each year
It is the hope of GOO:QC \ :man,
of the biennium during which the State the Admini•tratii in that a plan, similar
to that used by Dr. Merchant, be in- Project Committee
rewishes to keep the Brunswick annex
stigated.
ti.
uesoperation.
I ceive a PO rercent return
•.T',iiair'. "A conwlete rt:nrn.- he
:inphasi:,a,l. "is necessary to start
Nlaine Day v.ith the maxi:-.'n-.) amount
.
CNA
ot cooperation from the stu.lent body
and to insure a successful kThrniletion
• •
have 1.1:1r-t1"!•'
--

Reed, Fulton
Still Missing;
Hunt Goes On

Solons Debate
Maine Budget

Work Lists
Are Distributed

—Photo by NezAill
First prize for costumes at thee
WA. -sponsored Penny Carnival wc
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Franz (Jo:e
Greenwood) for their attire of Turkis
towels.
The evening was one of unique entertainment and spirited play. At interFretman Whitney won nrst prize
mission a tumbling act was presented
by Morita Kimball. A skit, written by of $25 in the John M. Oak Prize
Bonnie Andrews, portrayed the evolu- Speaking Contest last Thursday evetion of woman's gym from the early ning. His Speed] was entitled, "Peace
1900's on. During the evening the Through Strength."
Nfodern Dance Club performed.
William Dow, %dm spoke on "ExOver 90 students helped in making portation of Maine's Water Power,"
the Carnival a success. Committees in- was awarded second prize of $15. Le 'ii
eluded: general chairman, Morita Gray, whose topic was "Road to InKimball; program, Elaine Perkins, dustrial Peace," received third prir,•
Bonnie Andrews, and Helen Buzzell: tit* $10. The other three contestin...
refreshments. Babe Bruce, Martha to compete in the finals included: Jr. :
Bond, and Thelma Crossland; conces- Brewer, Harold Moulton. and Geor
sions. Polly True, and Mary Rachel- Lotker.
der; admissions, Norma Drummond;
The committee in charge of
publicity, Dot Stanley; decorations, John M. Oak Contest, appointed by
Bill Brown, a senior major in speech
Pat Palmer. Jean Wallace. and Tanny President Arthur A. Hauck. included:
Portland, has been cast in the
from
Small; finance, Reddy Easier.
Prof. \Vann( G. Gardner, College of
leading role of Charles in "Blithe
Arts and Sciences; Prof. Nathan H.
Spirit." Professor Herschel Bricker.
. Rich, College of Agriculture; and
SiT110:r.k.:A: I b
71
Masque director, has announced. This
Prof. I. H. Prageman. College of ,
Anvil 18. will be a seir.i-f-,-r,a
season
production
of
the
Masque
last
Technology.
. it has been announce.l.
will mark Bill's final appearance on
called 1-r a strictly ;
afthe stage of the Little Theatre.
Nt'\\ Elan (_
IlCti..11!
,
III Ilk' held
Other members of the cast include
Tuesday evening. April ". at lr
1 Tichtts at $1.50 a cout,le are still
Arline Tankle, cast as Madame Arcati,
Coburn Hall.
•
available to all students. The .1 ,:ince
Jeanne Day as Ruth, Jan Scales taking
The nominating committee, ciiin
Will rrn from
to I in the Memorial
the part of Elvira, Beth Clements playposed of the present officers and of
facility drive for Lti ii !tinkling ing Edith. and Irving Marsden and
: Gymnasium. with nni•;c by the Maine
seniors. has put forth a slate of two funds will get underway May 1, union
Bears.
Glows Sprague portraying Dr. and
candidates for each office. Those fund director Charles Crossland anMrs. Bradman.
elected will take office immediately. nounced Tuesday.
Bill Brown will be remembered for
Those nominated are: for president.
Irving Prageman, chairman of the his role as Lord Essex in "Elizabeth
Dick Gagnon and John Kelley ; for faculty committee, has announced the the Queen," as well as in numerous
vice-president, Tom Coughlin and Pat following as team captains: adminis- roles before the war. Arline Tankle
Applications for the positions of
Rozzi; for treasurer, Mary Healey and tration, Dean Edith G. Wilson; Agri- will be making her first appearance
editor and business manager f ,t. the
Joan Haselton; for recording secre- culture. Prof. Thomas Pedlow; Arts. for the Masque. Jeanne Day's first
104u Prisor are being rect ived by
tary, Elizabeth Clark and Margaret Prof. Himy Kirshen; Education, Prof. role was that of the flirtatious maid in
Mr. Irvine Pierce at the A.lininistraMillington; and for corresponding Ernest Jackman; Extension service. "Vim and I." Jan Scales is a veteran played the lead in "Nine Sisters," has
lion It
Interested • e,h.,mores
secretary, Ed McDermott and Dick Dr. Geddes Simpson; Technology. in the Masque, having taken the lead u‘orked backstage on recent pr 'dueshiRild send their applications to Box
1 byes.
Prof. Frank Taylor.
in "You and I." Beth Clements, who
52. Alumni Building.

Wh:tney Wins
Speaking Prize

Scn
For

Again Asks
Rating

Ro!e
Bill Brovtini Cast In
For M asque s'Blithe pirit

Soph Hop Changed
To Semi-Formal

Newman Members
To Elect Officers

Faculty Un•ion Drive
Planned For May
.\

Applications Wanted
For 1949 Prism Pcsts

PS!
TosAcro Co
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THE MAINE CAMPUS
May 6, between the hours 8:35 a.m.- 4:45 p.m.
Candidates may make campaign
speeches or hold debates only at the
following times:
Friday, May 2: 7:00 a.m. to 7:45
a.m., the 10 min. interval between
classes, and between 5:00 p.m.-8:00
p.m.
Saturday, May 3: 7:00 a.m. to 7:45
a.m., the 10 min. interval between
classes, and between 12:45 p.m.-8:00
p.m.

Mayoralty Campaign Rules
Announced By The Committee
Rules governing this year's campus of the Dean of Men before noun Tuesmayoralty campaign were announced day, April 22, 1947.
Tuesday by committee chairman Will 1 Any Junior, Sophomore, or FreshMoulton. Other members of the com- man not on probation is eligible for
mittee include Ralph Barnett, Edward candidacy.
The General Senate shall select an
Cowles, and Barbara McNeil.
appropriate number of candidates prior
A candidate for Mayor shall have
to April 24. All candidates will be
his name and the name of his campaign notified and their names will be pubmanager submitted to a member of this lished in the April 24th issue of the
committee, the President of the General 1Campus.
Senate (Jean Hufnagel), or the office
Elections will take place Tuesday,

•-•—•
,..**-r`wi•-•tts

41,#
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,Stag Dance Penny Carnival
Highlighted Weekend Fun

The MCA sponsored a Halo Hop Pauline Blake were married in the
Saturday night in the Mem. Gymna- All Souls Church in Bangor. Joe is a
sium. The Maine Cubs provided the Delta Tau. They will live in Bangor.
music for the dance. Chaperons were
Priscilla Thomas is now sporting
Dr. and Mrs. Steinmetz and Mr. and "Bernie" Rines'
Lambda Chi pin.
Mrs. C. E. Crossland.
Shirley Dixon is pinned to Frank
Friday night, the WAA held a gala, (Bud) Crimp of Sigma Chi. Peter
costumed Penny Carnival in the Wom- Crockett of Sigma Chi recently pinned
Sunday, May 4: No activity.
en's Gym. Prize-winners for the best Mary D. Amelio of West Roxbury,
Monday, May 5: Same as May 2.
costumes were Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mass.
Final speeches will be made Mon- Franz (Joan Greenwood) who were
Sigma Chi's Ray Chittiek hung his
attired entirely in towels. Dabs Haydn pin on Helen
(Continued on Page Seven)
Walls of Brewer, and
won the weight lifting contest. The Arthur Levensail
or, also of Sigma
gym was filled with side shows and Chi, has pinned
Beatrice Pooler of
booths, and the band played gaily from Waterville.
under the "big top." The gym was
)44
The engagement of Olive Coffin to
packed, and everyone seemed to be
Halver
Hart is being announced.
'
having a wonderful time. (Even Mayor
"Skipper" is pledged to SAE.
Johnny Goff was back for the occasion.)
j"-•4
A few vie parties were held on
campus this week end. SAE entertained about 25 couples with dancing
and refreshments. About 25 couples
8677V2.1
70 Te437-6. 41/ZPER.1
attended the Kappa Sig informal vic
SMOKE
TO
party Saturday night. Sigma Nu held
Wayne Jordan, professor of journatheir Saturday night party in the form
of a Parisian Cafe with Dr. and Mrs. lism, has accepted the invitation of
Roy Whitney, and Prof. and Mrs. The Maine COMPUS to become its
Lyle Jenness acting as chaperons. faculty adviser for 1947-48.
Before becoming active in that caAbout 40 couples attended.
Recently married are: Ed Hall of pacity, Mr. Jordan will serve during
ATO and Dorothy Moran '43 in the the summer of 1947 as consulting
St. Dominic Rectory last Saturday in editor of The Stars and Stripes,
Portland. A reception was held in the European Editions. His work for the
Lafayette Hotel. The couple will live Army newspaper will take him to
in Old Town. Joseph Brackett and Germany, where he will be stationed
around Frankfurt and Berlin.
Irving Pierce will continue as
business adviser.

Wayne Jordan 10
Faculty Adviser
For The Campus

awaral •
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LAMARR SAYS:

"Medical

HEDY
LAMARR
star of

"DISHONORED
LADY"
A Hunt Stromberg
Production
Released thru
United Artists

Science offers

IVE
PROOIF POSITgives
you
No other
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Campus Calendar

leading cigarette

ine
Less Nicot
Irritants
Lessthroat
ol•tews

lere el IS 4110•04.4

New Blend! New Taste I
New Freshness!
Made by the revolutionary new
"903" moisturizing process. Beneficial moisture penetrates every tobacco leaf—gives you a smoother,
milder, better smoke! Get new
Raleigh "903" Cigarettes today.

BE PREPARED
FOR APRIL SHOWERS!

"I
I n"
Velo
PLASTIC
RAINCOATS
Electronically Heat-Sealed
Not a Stitch in the Entire Coat
The modern raincoat that stays
fresh. looks smart, and won't peel
Or mildew!
It's light-weight, pliable and takes
less room than a shirt ... made with
smart raglan shoulders.... All sizes.
Colors: Natural or green.

5.95

FREESE'S
MEN'S SHOPS
BANGOR

Morse Writes Poem
In Poetry Magazine
For April Edition

Thursday, April 17
Glee Clubs
300A-7:15
Band
Armory-7:00
Tumbling
W.G.-7:00
Friday, April 18
Samuel F. Morse, instructor of
Sophomore Hop
M.G.-9-1
English at the University of Maine,
Sunday, April 20
Koinonia
MCA-7:00 is the author of a poem appearing in
the April edition of Poetry Magazine.
Tuesday, April 22
The poem, constructed in eleven
Square Dance Club
W.G.-7:00
Orchestra
17 S.N.-7:15 stanzas, is entitled, "Variations: for
MCA Cabinet
MCA-4:45 Hope."
Mr. Morse's poetry has also appeared
Off Campus Women
in Yank magazine. A volume of his
Wednesday, April 23
Modern Dance
W.G.-7:00 verse has been published.
Poetry magazine is an eminent periWednesday Morning
Service
MCA-7:00 odical in that branch of literature, and
Freshman Club
MCA-7:00 the current edition will be available
at the University library after April 20.
Thursday, April 24
Combined Orchestra and
Glee Clubs
M.G.-7:15
Tumbling
W.G.-7:00
Friday, April 25
Music Night
.G.-8:00
Saturday, April 26
The University of Maine met Clark
Chi Omega Formal
University last Saturday in a debate
Pi Beta Phi
on the question: Should labor have a
Banquet
Country Club-5:30 direct share in the management of
industry.
Francis Bean and George Brountas
represented Maine on the affirmative
and Joseph Callander and Ted Jacobs
upheld the negative for Clark. It was
The entire student senate of the a non-decision debate, orthodox style.
Today, two Maine teams debated
Brunswick Annex, accompanied by
class president Harold Peasley and this question for the benefit of classes
campus mayor Artie Tsomides, will in current world problems. At the 8:45
journey to the Orono campus Wednes- meeting, Cliff Worthing and Nick
day to have lunch and discuss Union Brountas upheld the affirmative against
Memorial Building campaign plans Kay Kennedy and June Swanton. In
with President Hauck, Dean Wieman, the afternoon meeting, Larry Jenness
substituted for Miss Swanton. The
and other campus leaders.
Brunswick has recently been the debate was a modified Michigan style.
scene of a concerted Alumni drive for
funds, and students at the Annex have
requested that they be allowed to support the campaign in that area.
The executive committee of the
Evelyn Foster left recently for
senate was guest at a dinner given Greensby,
North Carolina, to attend the
for the University Alumni Associa- 11th
National Conference of the
tion in the Brunswick area. The din- American
Federation of College
ner was held in the Harriet Beecher Women.
The conference is made up
Stowe House and was presided over of
representatives of student leaders
by Mr. Brawn of Pejepseot.
in athletics on various campuses.

Debates Were Held
For Today's Classes

Brunswick Senate
Visited On Campus

'WAA Sent Evie Foster
To National Conference
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Barnett Asks

What's Your Opinion?

Published Thursdays during the college
by the students
of the University of Maine. Subscription year
rate: 754 per seinester. Local advertising rate: 504 per column
inch.
Offices on
second floor front and third Boer, MCA Building. Tel.
Extension 51. Member Associated Collegiate
Press.
Represent
ed for
national advertising by National Advertising Service Inc.,
College Publisher's Represeutative, 429 Mediae' Ave., New York
17, W. T. Entered as Second Class Matter at the Post (mace,
Orono, Me.

It would appear from some comments going
the rounds that many students have not thought
through the problems relating to student government on our campus. Many, apparently, have
formed their opinions of the merit of the proposed
constitution for the General Student Senate as a
Last year at this time, the University's annual
result of published comments which appeared beEmergency Relief Drive was being carried on.
fore the publication of the constitution itself. The
NN'here is it today?
purpose of this article is to make a plea to every
We are only two short years removed from
student
to read the constitution through, himself,
actual hostilities. We are not one day removed
and
formulate his own opinion as to what it means
from suffering, privation, and want caused by war.
and
as to whether or not it is a better instrument
The World Student Service Fund, which usually
for
student
Let's
try
government than is the one now in
the
meal
tonight
, anyway.
gets 80 percent of Maine's ERC totals, still is
effect.
fighting its battle to give students in "down and
There has been considerable comment over the
out" countries a chance at education.
freedom of the press as it relates to the proposed
Correspondence
We Maine students recently gave ourselves a
constitution. I have read the constitution through
very carefully and I find no word therein which
handsome present of $100,000 for a new Union
could, by any stretch of the imagination, be interbuilding. Is there any generosity left, or are we
preted to mean a denial of such freedom. To be
through for the year?
sure, nothing is said about the freedom of the press,
There's a question before the house, Mr. Some- Dear Editor:
but that should hardly be necessary when it ranks
Dear Editor:
body. What are we going to do about it?
as
one of the four freedoms assured to all citizens
The time is coming when we sophoArticles have been written in the of
the United States. The constitution says nothing
mores must select our major courses. Maine Campus concerning
the food about the freedom of speech,
the freedom of the
After thumbing through the Maine problem in the fieldhouse, the
icy press, the freedom of religion,
or the freedom of
catalogue, I have come to the conclu- stare given to our fine men by
the assembly. These fundamental
rights
of American
sion
that there is a very limited num- "weaker sex," the booing at basketRalph Barnett, in his article on the opposite side
citizens are taken for granted. It would seem unber
of
courses
in
the
college of Arts ball games, and about various other
of this page, has an excellent attitude on the pronecessary to include them in a statement of student
and Sciences in which girls can major. incidentals (?), but not once has
the government.
posed General Senate constitution. Ralph says
With the great demand for college mention of
each student should study the constitution care- trained private secretaries, I think brought uniforms for the band been
The extent of the power vested in the Senate
up.
has
also been a matter of controversy. The question
fully, and then vote his opinion.
the University is missing an opporHigh schools such as Bangor High,
here should be not how much power, but who has
tunity
to
meet
this
demand
and
and
to
even
smaller
NN'hile studying the proposed constitution, there
schools like Stearns
the power and from whence does it come? The
are some points that can be remembered about the give to their girls adequate training and Waterville, provide their excellent Senate is composed
of students representative of
to compete in this field.
sounding bands with classy uniforms.
present document.
I have understood that this course This not only gives the members of the entire student body. Students may elect whom
First of all, the present constitution provides no has been frowned upon in this liberal the hand more spirit, but also raises they will either directly, or indirectly, as the reprebudget for the Senate. The proposed constitution arts college. However, to cite a few, the morale of the entire student body. sentatives of various organizations which they control. The Senators are responsible to the students
calls for a sum of between six and seven hundred Bates College, Colby College, Univer- If a high school with an enrollment whom
they represent and from whom they derive
sity of New Hampshire, Connecticut of about 800 students (such as
Bandollars, to be spent by the Senate for the general College
their
power.
for Women all offer a secre- gor) can provide uniforms for its
welfare of the student body.
tarial course.
Probably no human document could be preband, why can't a college with approxiUnder the present set-up, chosen members of
I am sure that you would find many mately 4,000 students (the University pared with which some fault could not be found.
This constitution is no exception. However, it is
the Women's Stu-G and Men's Senate make up of the girls interested in a course of of Maine, that is) do the same?
By the way, where were the re- a vast improvement over what we have had in the
the membership of the General Senate. The new this type.
Has this been given proper con- served seats for the band at the Rhode past, and it is expected that it will be further imconstitution would set up a "ward" system, plus
sideration?
proved and refined by successive revisions and
Island game?
campus-wide election of the four top officers.
amendments for which adequate provision is made.
The old constitution gives no power whatsoever
Until the constitution is in effect, we will not clearto the Senate, saying "its business shall involve
ly know what its defects may be. Once in operation, however, inadequacies, such as they may' be,
problems of campus-wide significance." Many
will come to light and can be rectified by the stuEvery year along about this time
powers in the proposed regime are definitely
We've walked on the grass, although
one bears the familiar refrain, "Stu- we hate to admit it. We've offended dents themselves.
enumerated.
Stripped of all petty considerations, the fundaThe Senate is made to start from scratch at the dents, please don't walk on the grass." in this manner as much as anyone else
Some people heed the plea, but we're has. But we're resolving right now mental question is; do we want to have a represenbeginning of each school year by its present rules, afraid
tative student Senate with authority, or do we
that most of them don't.
that it will not happen again.
while the change, if accepted, would call for Spring
want to continue with little voice in the affairs of
Every one of us here attending the
Keep this resolution with us. Let
elections and thus provide an operating Senate University should take pride in it,
the
University?
us now resolve to do our best in keepeach fall.
For years students have been clamoring for
our school. Visitors cannot meet the ing our daily environment as clean
The questions which all students should answer student body--their impressions of us and as orderly as possible. A con- more authority in the control of student affairs.
This constitution provides for such authority.
are formed by the appearence of our certed drive by the student body
for themselves are these:
is
campus. As the character of a man all that is nettled. If you see somebody
Failurn to ratify the constitution at this time
Is the proposed membership fair to me and the
can be determined by the appearance of trockling upon the growing grass,
would
set us back at least a full year. and possibly
ask
campus group in which I find myself?
his attire, so can the attitude of the him to take the sidewalk. Pass along longer, in taking the all-important first
step toward
Am I satisfied with the powers article?
students become apparent by the wet- the word, "Please keep off the grass"! an improved over-all student government.
Even if these questions arc asswered "no," two ness and orderliness of the campus.
—RALPH E. BARNETT
—THE STAFF
more should be asked. Will the over-all change
be for the better, and will minor faults be ironed
out?
Think it over well, then vote.
BY LEN HAlitLOW
the two boys emerged with an automoA spokesman for our fine speech department
Faith, persistence, and mechanical bile that ran. It still has not been put hers at Maine reports
that in spite of every effort
Editor
Larry Jenness knowledge have bees combined by two in perfect working order, but the they are still unable to completely remove
the most
1R:sigmas Massager
Doe Speller Maine students to produce for them- trips to Old Town, Orono, and Bangor common impedim
ent in American speech—chewAloe. Baldness alanagrr
Doris Stanley selves a mode of transportation.
are being made quite regularly. The ing gum.
Advertistug Manager
Ralph Flynn
Sant Fuller, forestry student, and boys have had their machine (it will
Cireeistion Massager
Mary Hollingdafe
What is all this we hear about the men's clothAsst. liareislation alaneger
Dorothy Mitchell Earl "Marty" Martinoli, business ad- be christened "The Pearly") break ing outfitter
s drawing up a resolution in their conSubscription Massager
Florence Thompson ministration major, recently purchased down on them numerous times, but
Art Editor
Don MacLeod a 1922 Studebaker, in slightly battered they are undaunted. Once, all hands vention which asks that colleges and universities
Society Editors
forego awarding Phi Beta Kappa keys this year?
Jo Look, Bonnie Andrews
had to get out and push the car back
Activities Editor
Terry Garcelon condition, for the sum of 15 dollars.
They say the nearly impossible task of selling a
Associate Editors: Sandy Adams, Dana T. Whitman, At first it seemed that the boys had to the Campus from Orono.
man with a Phi Beta key a double-breasted suit is
Bill Brennan
been robbed. The car was piled with
When asked how he felt about his hurting business
, not only because of lost sales to
rubbish, all the tires were flat, the financial venture, Martinoli replied that
Trial Staff for this week's hese
Phi Betes but since Phi Betes are often in posimotor was in bad condition, there was "the cost of repairs was not excessive
Make-ap Editor
Martha Leeman
tions of leadership and thus style setters influencManaging Editor
Ed Kisonalc sand in the gas tank, and it wouldn't considering the amount of pleasure ing others to wear
single-breasted suits. These
News Editor
Barby Day run.
derived from making the automobile days almost the
only persons left who are investing
Sports Editor
Murph Linehan
The pride of two decades ago was run." "The Pearly" is eligible for
in double-breasted suits are gangsters who want to
Sports Writers: Murph Linehan, Len Harlow, Helen towed to Lambda Chi Alpha. residence membership in the Veterans Automo- better
conceal shoulder holsters. To any lucky
Buzzell, Len Flavin.
of Sam and "Marty," where the two bile Association, an organization to
salesma
n who does succeed in selling a Phi Beta
Contributors: Bernard Marsh, Joe Floyd, Monty Hig- plunged into their
work. Second hand which belong all cars 25 years of age Kappa
gins, Don Caswell, Dick Haskell, Paulie Marcous, Rip
a double-breasted suit, the Haberdashery
parts were secured from junk yards or older that arc still running. "It
Haskell, Elaine McManus.
Association offers a gold medal—much bigger than
Advertising Assistants: Donald Jones, Arthur Norwood, to replace worn pieces.
is probably the only eligible vehicle on the key really—
and a bronze statue in the Men's
George N'ardamis, Jackie Brown, Connie Coyne
A week later and 50 dollars poorer the Campus," added Fuller.
Wear Hall of Fame.

Is World Service Out?

Future Steno Wants Typing Course;
Query Comes On Uniforms For Band

Study The Constitution!

LET THE GRASS GROW

RUNNING JUNK

Mad, di/y/i
e ns Sa
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New Chapter Of Fraternity
Discussed By Men's Senate
EstabliN;iment of another national
fraternity on campus, Kappa Sigma
Kappa, castle in for discussion at last
Tuesday's Men's Senate Meeting.
Vice president Ralph Barnett read
the group a letter from the national
secretary of Kappa Sigma Kappa requesting that men interested in forming a chapter here band themselves together in preparation for the founding
of a new house. Those interested are
directed to Ralph Barnett, Oak Hall.
A letter from Univer sty Business
Manager Henry Doten expressed his
desire to meet with the Senate Food
Committee when he returns from his
present illness.
Just prior to adjournment, the organization decided to recall the Men's
Senate proposed Constitution to rewrite section 4 of Article 8 and sections 1 and 2 of Article 7. This action
followed the announcement that the
General Senate had failed to ratify

the Constitution, expressing its disfavor with these sections. Adjustments
will be made by the Constitution Committee with the aid of Andy Britt, representing Theta Chi, and Bob Brown
of Beta Theta Pi, who have been contacting several other universities regarding Men's Student Governments
on various U. S. campuses of comparable size.

Golf Candidates Asked
To Contact Emery Now
Chancy Emery, Maine golf coach,
has requested that all golf candidates
contact him sometime Friday, April 18.
For those men who will not go to the
Brunswick Open, Emery has arranged
a Patriot's Day tourney here. Men
must report to him for pairings in this
tournament.

Indoor Softball
Elimination Series
Ends First Round
BY LEN HARLOW

Maine Day Afternoon To Bring
Athletic Fun For Workers
Following the morning work period
on Maine Day, at 1:30 to be exact, the
scene of all activities will be the football stadium, where all interested guys
and gals will show their prowess at
softball and volleyball plus various
novelty races.
Two softball contests are scheduled,
one pitting the faculty against the married vets and their wives, and the second between the dorms and the frats—
girls included.
Volleyball adherents will play two
games, but not in the same old way.
Members of the teams will don boxing

Indoor intramural softball has recently completed the first round of its
elimination series and this week will
start the second.
Fielding ability and lady luck have
been the two deciding factors in games
to date, as the narrow confines of the
gym facilitate many weird rebounds
and bounces. Teams who have qualified for competition after the first
round need to play two more matches
before entering the finals.
In the Northern Fraternity League
last week Phi Kappa Sigma batted
out a 16-11 victory over Lambda Chi
Alpha. John Kelley and Sid Skiffington of Phi Kappa each scored three
runs and were the big guns for the
(Continued from Page One)
winners. George Stevenson hit and
fielded well for Lambda Chi. In the the meeting by welcoming the group
Southern League, Delta Tau Delta and passing out budget reports. He
explained how non-active members
outlasted Kappa Sigma, 19-10.
could become active. He then introduced the speakers who discussed the
progress of MCA activities.
Edie Ann Young spoke on MCA
and Social Activities, Ripon Haskell
on MCA Cooperates, Ruth Fogler
discussed MCA and the Community,
and Bryce Lambert MCA and Religion. Deputations and Koinonia were
explained by Connie Howe.

MCA

gloves and proceed to punch the ball
over a "blind" net (opposing teams
will not be in view of each other).
For the light footed co-eds and
fellers there'll be relay races, dizzy
dashes and such, so by the time 3
o'clock rolls around, everyone will be
pretty anxious to sit down and watch
that Maine-Connecticut doubleheader.
Members of the planning committee
are: George Marsanskis, chairman,
Joe McNeilly, Henry Dombkowski,
Barby McNeil, Ev Foster, Walter
Zinchuk, SparIcy Richardson, and Fay
Jones, with Prof. Stan Wallace as
faculty adviser.

Allen Calls Men
For Spring Football
On April 23, 24, 25, spring football
will be in the limelight, for Coach
"Eck" Allen has announced uniforms
will be issued to grid hopefuls on these
dates.
Allen has asked backs and centers
to report on the 28th of this month,
with ends and the remainder of linemen coming out on May 1 and 2
Two days of actual workouts during the week of May 5 will start the
formal practices.

The Campus Agent
for

Dakin Sporting Goods Co.
is
George O'Donnell

YOUlt LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS

BANGOR and ORONO 1
& P Theatres
OPERA HOUSE
BANGOR
"THE SHOCKING MISS
PILGRIM"
Betty Grable, Dick Haymes
Starts Sunday, April 20
"MAGNIFICENT DOLL"
flinger Rogers. David Niven

Room with a view
of 11,000,000 miles!
gin

In this room, telephone circuit specialists maintain accurate and instant control over some 11,400,000
miles of long distance lines.
Merely by referring to this huge
diagram they can tell at a glance the
exact status of telephone circuits
from Montreal to Mexico City and
from Havana to Seattle. For, as
quickly as new lines are added or extended, or as quickly as circuits

reach capacity or again become available, the change is recorded on this
master chart.
Simple, yet effective methods like
this are important to the smooth and
efficient operation of the telephone
industry.
Men Who can produce such ideas,
who can inject enthusiasm and ingenuity into their work,find telephony
a fascinating and rewarding career.

There's Opportunity and Adventure in Telephony

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

BIJOU
BANGOlt
Ends Friday, April 18
"PURSUED"
Robert Mitchun, Teresa Wright
Starts Sat., April 19
"SINBAD THE SAILOR"
' Technicolor
D, itidas Fairbanks, Jr.
Maureen O'Hara

PARK
11.1 N GOIt
Fri., Sat., April 18-19
6,6111E MIGHTY McGURK"
Wallace Beery
"GALLANT JOURNEY"
Glenn Ford, Janet Blair
Sun., Mon., Tues.. Apr. 20-22
"SECRET HEART"
Claudette Colbert, Walter
Pidgeon
"SING WHILE YOU DANCE"
Ellen Drew

5TRIIND
ORONO
Wed., Thurs., April 16-17
Double Feature
"EASY COME EASY GO"
with Dianna Lynn, Sonny Tufts,
Barry Fitzgerald
Plus
"HOME IN OKLAHOMA"
with Roy Rogers, Dale Evans,
George "Gabby" Hayes
6:30-7:42
Fri. & Sat., April 1E-19
"THE BEGINNING OR TIIE
END"
with Beverly Tyler,
Robert Walker, Brian Donlevy
Sat. Matinee 2:30-5:30—S:22
Sun. & Mon., April 20-21
"THIRTEEN RUE
MADELINE"
with James Cagney,
Anabella, Richard Conte
Sun. Matinee 3:00-6:30-8:30
Tuesday, April 22
"STANLEY AND
LIVINGSTON"
with Spencer Tracy.
Richard Green. Nancy...Kelly
6:30-8:25
Wed. & Thurs., April 23-2
Double Feature
"STRANGE JOURNEY"
with Paul Kelly, Osa Massen,
Hillary Brooks
Plus
"PERFECT MARRIAI:E"
with Loretta Young, David
Niven, Eddie Albert

Bijou and Opera House operate continuously from 1:30 to 11 o'clock.
Matinee Prices : 350 to 5 o'clock
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Bear Tracksters
Journey To Boston
Triangular Meet

Weather Hampers Batting Practice;
Kenyon Doubtful On Starting learn

BY MURPH LINEHAN
The biggest project on Maine Day
The curtain will go up on the University of Maine's 1947 Varsity
will be clearing brush and undergrowth
Baseball season Saturday afternoon, when Bill Kenyon's Bears will
re Nameo
B JLLRR1 ROGON
from the site of the new freshman
play host to the Colby Mules at the local diamond. Full scale practice
baseball field. It will lie adjacent to
Coach Chester Jenkins and forty- has been hampered by recent inclement weather and since
BY KEN LA BARGE
this is an
the present diamond according to the
The second athletic banquet of the four members of the University of exhibition fray, nearly every man on the squad
should
see some
plans of the University's proposed ath- year was held last Wednesday, and Maine Outdoor Track team will be service.
letic plant, and when completed will four honorary captains, Ben Curtis, heading toward Boston on the twenty• Batting practice has suffered most
also provide an area for outdoor in- Elmer Folsom, Charlie Broomhall, and sixth of this month to compete in the
from the lack of outdoor workouts, as
tramural contests. Dean Wieman esti- John Cervone were chosen by their triangular meet with Brown and
the air inside the cage has a dead qualmates that the job will require the team-mates.
M.I.T. The meet will include seven
services of approximately one hunity which also affects pitchers' perSo-called "Burly Ben" Curtis has field events, both jumping and weights,
dred stalwart men, so prepare your- an excellent season behind him as a and eight running events, from the one
formances. Consequently, Coach KenThe Cniversity of Maine has
selves, ye sons of hardy pioneers.... ! regular guard. As Ben is a senior, hundred yard dash to the two mile run.
yon will probably have to base his
recei
ed no suggestion of any
Three Strikes for Durocher
The entries submitted by coach Jenchoice of a starting nine largely upon
kins show LeClair, Beal, Rogers, kind from any source that the fielding ability.
The suspension of manager
Humes, Galusha, and Cates listed for
Leo "Lippy" Durocher by the
r of the Maine Series in
Thus far Bill has refused to go out
the one hundred twenty yard high football participate in a postHigh Commissioner of baseball,
on a limb and give the merest hint of
hurdles and the 220 yard low hurdles.
Senator A. B. "Happy" Chandseason game, nor has the matter a
first nine. It is safe to assume, howEntrants in 100 and 220 yard dashes
ler, has brought sorrow to the
are Dow, Chapman, Taylor, Vennett. been mentioned to me by any ever, that pitchers Braley, Wilcox,
hearts of all Dodger fans and
Preble, and Parrott will be in there
Davee, and Tamm. Brown is also of the other Maine colleges.
particularly the residents of FlatWieman
E.
E.
hurling
for a few innings each, for
entered
in
the
220. Running in the
bush Avenue. Chandler's reathey have been consistent motmdsmen
mile are Folsom, Lane, Hanson,
son for this drastic action was
up to this date, and each is more or
O'Brien, and Bartlett; and in the two
that Durocher's conduct was
less of a known quantity in Kenyon's
mile are Davis, Morton, Hanson, and
"detrimental to the best interwords.
Perkins. The longer dashes find Brown,
ests of baseball." Though the
Silsby, Davee, and Vennett competing
specific misconduct was not
The infield is looming up as the big
in the 440, and Folsom, Gerrish, Lannamed, it is presumed to inproblem, since the competition is so
ders, Lane, Silsby, and Brown running
clude everything from taking a
keen for the various berths, that at
in the 880 yard dash.
poke at a heckler to the homeThe University of Maine rifle squad different times the respective candibreaking of Laraine Day and
In the field events Maine is well has been chosen as one of the teams to dates have shown themselves capable
her ex-hubby. The clean-up of
represented by Collins and Marsanskis represent the First Army Command in of handling the position to which they
professional sports is at hand,
in the sixteen pound shot put; by the National Intercollegiate Rifle aspire. Boynton, Anderson, and Whitso let's hope that it's done quickStark, Sproul, Peppard, Fogler, and matches. In four stages of firing, the ten are still battling it out for the first
ly and efficiently.
Marsanskis in the sixteen pound ham- ten man team made 7217 points of a base job, while down at second, Mitchell, and Woodbrey are having the same
mer
throw; by Goodwin, Totman, possible 8000.
Keep Your Eye On ...
BEN CURTIS
So far this year the rifle team has 'tussle.
Libby, Sproul, Collins, and Marsanskis
The track squad is working out unShortstop is really a question, for
der trying circumstances right now, Maine is certainly going to miss one in the discus; and in the javelin competed in about twenty-five dual
but several men have shown that they of its best defensive players. The throw, by Vickery, Nute, Hickson, matches, of which nineteen are record- Norwood, Beals, and Romano have all
really mean business this season by varsity basketball team has done well Clements, Rogers, and Totman. The ed as completed, and three incomplete. worked smoothly in fielding practice,
their impressive practice performances. to recognize him as honorary captain. jumping events are well taken care of Included among Maine's opponents, and each is plenty eager to hang on to
Predictions are our theme this week, Cervone, who was elected honorary by Hickson, Jones, Clements, Beal, from whom they have won nine the position permanently.
so we'll venture to say Earle Vickery captain of the junior varsity hoopsters. and Jacobs in the high jump; in the matches, while losing ten, are the
The leading contenders for the backwill better his last year's distance in the was outstanding as a guard on the pole vault by Emerson. Higgins, Row- twenty top teams of last year, based On stopping post, Miles Cherneski- and
javelin throw. Vickery has gained JV squad. Charlie Broomhall, hono- ley, Jacobs, and Movers; and in the their finishing position in the 1946 Na- Stuart, will each get an opportunity to
weight since last spring and the added rary captain of winter sports, was a running broad jump by Bleakney, Dow, tional Intercollegiate Rifle Matches. prove their worth against Colby, for
Wins over such notable teams as the a change in hurlers is
pounds will result in more feet per consistent winner for the ski team, and Emerson.
also a good spot
Maine enters the meet without the Varsity squads of Yale, Indiana, U. S. to switch catchers.
heave. Carrol Taylor has been burn- and Folsom, honorary indoor track
ing up the oval in the dashes and by captain, was undefeated during the services of Martin Hagopian, high Merchant Marine Academy.
A good turnout is expected to proDuring the first part of the year the
mid-season should be tough to beat. indoor track season in the mile and the point man for the team in previous invide the necessary cheers and applause
door meets. Against them, they will team was under the leadership of
Watch Bud Lane and Ken Vennett in 1000-yard run.
to send Coach Bill Kenyon on the
find tough opposition in Brown, con- Colonel Joe Vermette, U. S. Army
the middle distance events, for they're
way to a winning season.
There were many prominent speak- ceded by Coach
Jenkins to be the top (Retired), holder of the Distinguished
comparatively unknown and are not ers at the banquet; Coach
Allen, Bob team in New England. and its third Marksman Medal, and a member of
anxious to remain that way. Coach Raymond, Joe Zabilski,
Horace Chap- rival, M.I.T. Maine's streak of wins several Army rifle teams, -who was
Jenkins figures that his charges will man, Bill Kenyon,
Ted Curtis, Chester from the past indoor season goes up forced to leave Orono in the middle
not be in their best form until they've A. Jenkins, and Dean
\Vieman. All for its initial test outdoors.
of the year because of family illness.
got a few meets under their belts, and contributed words of
praise for the
Major Richard Healey of the R.O.T.C.
that means after the New England tour. good work done by
"their boys."
unit is the current coaCh of the team.. . Results of the First Army Area InOn the Limb
Track Coach Chester A. Jenkins
Led by Don Stanton, the team man- tercollegiate Rifle matches, just reColby will imade Orono Satlisted the three best performances of
ager, the squad's ten men are Dick ceived by the Military department,
urday to take on Bill Kenyon's
the season as (1) the time Folsom
Coffin. Butler. Pratt. Bill Clark; Mar: show .that the -University of Maine
Bears in an exhibition tilt. As
made the thousand in 2 minutes, 17.1
411 Griffin, Wesley Wight, Burt. Lib-. took fu-st place among -Senior ROTC
usual Kenyon has declined to
seconds, (2) and (3) the exhibition
by, Leroy Rand. Jim Hinds. and John traits,
give out a starting lineup, so for
that 'Wally Brown and Sam Silsby
Golding.
Accumulating a total of.7,186 points.
On
April 25 and 26 Maine's tennis
once we'll stick our neck out by init. on in the 600 yard run. Also out—
4..Nlajne just edged out City College of
team
expected
is
invade
to
Rhode
picking a first nine, or rather a
standing during the season were Arnie
New York which had.a total of 7,153
first eight, for the pitching asDavis, Jim Collins, Ken Vennett, Island and Connecticut for some tough
,
r)ints. The University Of Connecticut
signment will probably go to
George Marsanskis, and Carrol Taylor. out-of-state competition.
xik third place.
Coach
Small
expects
a fairly good
anyone and everyone. 1st Base,
The final speaker, Dean Wieman. squad
The Viclori by the Bear sharpshootthis
year.
Rhode
Island
is
Whitten; 2nd Base, Mitchell; .contr[butel his share of congratulathought
ers'
to
is'adequate proof that Maine debe
strongest
the
team
outreliable
A
news
service has an3rd Base, Poulin; Shortstop. f.ms plus some very welcome
informa- side the ,state, while Bowdoin appears
serves its Mace amonir the top teams in
nounced
Walt
that
Dropo,
center
6'6
Beals; Catcher. Miles; Bight
t . He sail that the bookstore was.
to have the power here at home.
of the University of Connecticut, has the nation. In this -match;they came up
Field. Clark; Left Field., Walktu give Maine swt,tters
all 'those
The
past
weeks
few
have
witnessed
been declared to be no longer of ama- .against the best colleges in New Enger; Cetper•Field, Coombs:
athletes who had won their first
strong competition for a berth on the teur standing, and has been barred land and New York, including New
Vi'elcome, Charlie
letter since last September.
, 1-team, but players have not been selected from taking part in all intercollegiate York University, M.I.T., University
Maine is indeed fortunatk to have as
of Vermont, Norwich University, Bosas .yet.
athletics.
its golf coach Charlie F.tnery. Bear
Varsity Tennis Schedule
The investigation of Dropo's off- ton University, Harvard, and Rhode
divot-diggers will profit greatly from
April. 25 At Rhode Island
campus activities conducted by the Island State.
the experiences of this veteran golfer,
April 26 At Connecticut
college's director of athletics revealed
as Charles holds many professional and
April 30 At Bowdoin
that Walt played basketball for a proWest Hall recently won the doriniamateur titles. A professional for
May
Bates
3
Orono
at
fessional
quintet under an assumed
tory volleyball championship by denearly twenty years, he spent most of
May 12 Colby at Orono
name during the U-Conns' regular seafeating the Elms, 38-31.
his time at Meadowbrook Country
May 17 Bowdoin at Orono
son last winter.
Club from where he matriculated to
May 20 At Bates
Repercussions can go beyond the acThe annual high school play day,
the Penobscot Valley C. C. two years
May 24 State Prelims (doubles
tual banishment of' Dropo. for all games sponsored by the Women's Athletic
ago. It has been rumored that Bob
and singles tourney) in which the big pivot man played as Association, %% ill be held on
May 2nd.
Taylor, pro at the Waterville Country
May 26 State Finals
a non-amateur for the Nutmeggers may Dot Stanley, chairman of the play day
Club, has been signed to mentor ColAll badminton players in tournament
May 31 At Colby
now have to be forfeited to the oppos- committee, has announced. Posters
by's golf team, so it 1(x)ks like the play are reminded that, as the season
ing teams. The actual date of Dropo's and sign up sheets will soon be out,
Bear-Mule rivalry will extend beyond is drawing to a close, they should play
N'hat element do you associate with first game as a professional has not on which interested women
students
the State Series.
off their remaining games immediately. death?
Barium.
yet been disclosed.
should sign.

A

Wieman Kills Rumor
On Post-Season Tilt

Maine Rifle Squad
Is To Represent
First Army Command

Walt Dropo Banned
From College Sports
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West Hall Girls Are
New Volleyball Champs

WAA Plans Fete
To Be Held May 2

U23-21
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By MURPH LINEHAN

Four Honorary
Team Captains

Varsity Net Team
To Meet UConns,
Rhocly Next Week
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Bear Facts

ROTC Rifle Unit
Took First In Area
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fly Tufts,
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y Kelly

Colby Exhibition To Open Bear Diamond Season Sat.

1

All Badminton Fans
Reminded Of Playoffs
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Dean Wieman Asks Maine Radio Guild National Math Club
Students To Watch Presents Comedy Back In Circulation
Firearms, Fire Traps By Two Pattens
Alter Reactivation
It has come to my attention that a
The Radio Guild presented an
few students have become careless in original light comedy last night over
the use of firearms.
WLBZ at 7:30. The script, entitled
It is unsafe to shoot in the vicinity
"Two-faced," was written by Bob and
of the campus without making sure
where the bullet might go. Firing Barbara Patten. Barbara directed it.
into the air is particularly dangerous.
Remember, no bullet can be recalled. not to permit their vigilance to relax.
Make sure you know where it is
Carelessness in dropping a "dead"
going, or don't shoot it.
match into a waste basket last week,
From time to time students have then forgetting about it, caused a near
been reminded of the extra fire hazard fire which only good luck and the
existing on the campus this year. alertness of a next door neighbor preThanks to the cooperation and care vented. Next time, the neighbor may
of all concerned, we have thus far go out, too. We can't afford to take
avoided a conflagration of any kind. chances, so please he careful.
That we may finish the year with
—E. E. WIEMAN
this good record, all students are asked
DEAN OF MEN

Scabbard And Blade Holds
Formal Military Initiation

In an impressive formal military inA reactivation meeting of Sigma
itiation held recently in Alumni Hall,
Delta Zeta, national mathematics socithe Scabbard and Blade Honorary Milety, was held Wednesday evening, itary Society initiated 38 new memApril 9. At this meeting, the following bers.
were elected officers for next year:
The initiation committee, composed
Janet Spiller, president; Willard Saw- of pre-war Scabbard and Blade memyer, vice-president; and Pauline Parent, bers, was headed by Will Johns, capsecretary-treasurer.
tain of the Maine unit. Others on the
These students will replace the ap- committee were Phil Sweetser, Ben
pointed reactivation officers, who are Graham, Carroll Richardson, Mert
Nora Chipman, Janet Spiller, and Pau- Nfeloon, Sumner Burgess, Phil Cabot,
Joe Colcord, and Bert Murch.
line Parent.
After the business meeting, Dr.
Spofford Kimball, head of the department, spoke to the group on the
"Application of Complex Numbers to
Analytical Geometry." Following this
a social hour was held.

Louis Albert, Clayton Bartley, Elmer
Bartley, Berk Carter, Joseph B. Chaplin, Jr., Grover Condon, Harrison
Crowell, Charles Cunningham, Arthur Elian, Clarence Faulkner, Ralph
Flynn, Cal Friar, Ray Gardner, Fred
Glover, Dick Higgins, Bill Howard,
Dana Jacobs, Leon Kirkpatrick, Franz
Kneidl, Conan Kornetsky, Al La Bonty, Mark Lane, Oliver La Rondie,
Irving Marsden, Don Mead, Bob Merchant, Roger Nelson, Dave Parkhurst,
Cliff Patch, Lin Pearson, Robert Pendleton, Harold Rogers, Norman Spear,
The new initiates, all of whom are Ronald Speers, Dick Standley, Earl
World War II veterans, were selected Thomas, Bob Traham, Dana Whitman,
for membership into the national or- Jr., and Joe Wedge.
ganization from the ranks of the present Advanced R.O.T.C. Cadets now in
The Agricultural Engineering Club
training at the University. They are
will hold a meeting at the Agricultural
Engineering Building at 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday, April 23.

Home Plate
Restaurant

Tile

44 Main St-, Orono

Complete
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
DOUBLE-KAY NUTS
Complete Line of
PAPERS & MAGAZINES
Come in and
Try Our Fine Service
Open 7 a.m. to 12 p.m.

laV°
11°PHILIP MORRIS!

4

EXCELLENT SANDWICHES
AND MEALS
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Wheeler Made Head Dimitmann Speaks
Of Maine Chapter At Press Dinner
At Masonic Meeting Saturday, April 26
tley, Elmer
B. ChapHarrison
gham, Arcrier, Ralph
rdner, Fred
11 Howard,
trick, Franz
Al La BonLa Rondie,
I, Bob MerParkhurst,
Zobert Pen-man Spear,
ndley, Earl
a Whitman,

eering Club
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Larry Wheeler, senior forestry maThe University Press Club will have
jor, was elected 'Worshipful Master Mr. E. Z. Dimitmann as guest speaker
of the Maine Chapter of the Order of at their next banquet, Saturday, April
26,
the Temple at its meeting last ThursMr. Dimitmann, who is executive
day night in the Orono Lodge Hall.
editor of the Chicago S1171, has just
Chosen to serve with Wheeler were
returned from a tour of Korea and
Arthur Curtis, Senior Warden; Robert
Japan in company with other topMacDonald, Junior Warden; and Earl
flight U. S. editors.
Ingalls, secretary-treasurer.
Members of the Press Club inWheeler will appoint the remainder
terested in hearing Mr. Dimitmann
of his degree team. Installation of
should contact Mr. Jordan in 265
officers will take place April 24.
Stevens.
A history of the Order, written by
Larry Jenness, was presented, setting
the origin of the Order in 1904. The
present group is the third such Masonic club to be tried on Campus.
University students must be Master
The combined glee clubs of the UniMasons in order to be eligible for
versity are presenting a concert at
membership in the Order. Those inthe Rockland Community Building on
terested should contact any of the
Monday, April 21.
above officers. Membership dues are
Four of the soloists taking part in
two dollars per year. Initiation fee
the
performance are residents of
is three dollars.
Rockland. They are Roy Joyce, Harrison Dow, Paul Payson, and Stanley
Murray.

Maine Glee Clubs
Sing At Rockland

Fourteen Members
Initiated By Guild

Fourteen new members were initiated
by the Maine Radio Guild at its
regular monthly meeting last Wednesday. Five minute skits were presented.
Notable among the performances
was a revival of the "push-button"
radio gag by Margaret Hanks and
Margaret Gorham, and a Lauren Bacall-President Truman act by Paulie
Marcous and Paul Payson.
The final meeting of the Guild will
be held May 21. Members and all
interested students were urged to attend try-outs every Tuesday afternoon.

Canterbury Club
Will Be Organized
Under the guidance of Miss Barbara
Arnold, New England director of
Episcopal student work, a group of
students met last Sunday night to discuss the formation of a Canterbury
Club.
The Canterbury Club is a student organization, comprising both social activities and discussion groups, sponsored by the Episcopal Church. In its
ten years of existence the organization
has spread until it is found on a majority of college campuses throughout
the country. In our state there are
two well-established chapters on the
campuses of Colby and Bates.
On April 20 at 6:30 p.m. there will
be a follow-up meeting in the President's Room at North Estabrooke to
discuss further plans of the group. All
interested students are welcomed.
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Club Notes
Photo Club

Omicron Nu

The University of Maine Photo
Club will hold a meeting Wednesday
evening, April 23rd, at 7:30 in the
Faculty Room in the basement of
South Stevens.

MOC
The Maine Outing Club, continuing
its active spring schedule, will run a
day trip to Bald Mountain this Sunday, April 20. A bus will leave from
the Bookstore at 9:30 and will return in time for supper Sunday
evening.
The cost is $1.25. To sign up for
this trip, leave an envelope containing
fifty cents and your name in the mailbox on the M.O.C. bulletin board in
the Bookstore. The remainder of the
expenses will be payable Sunday
morning.

Deutscher Verein
Plans German Show
For Late In May

The seven University of Maine stuDeutscher Verein's recent showing
dent members of the Omicron Nu of the Austrian sound film "Singende
were hostesses Friday afternoon at a Jugend" was very much of a success,
tea held in the President's Room in , and the club is planning another
North Estabrooke, honoring all those presentation for the latter part of
Home Economics students who made I May.
Dean's List last semester.
The recent show was such a finanPresent members of the Omicron cial success that money has been set
Nu, honorary Home Economics scho- aside for contributions to the Union
lastic society ,are Louisa Bacon, Jac- Building Fund and European student
queline Brown, Rachel Jones, Effie relief.
Nutter, Lois Ricker, Isabelle TrefeThe club plans to present "Emil und
then, and Ruth Fogler.
die Detektive" during the latter part of
Mrs. Mary Snyder of the Home May. This film is based on a story
Economics department poured; and by Erich Kaestner which has had
Dr. Marion Sweetman was also wide circulation as a popular reader
present.
in elementary German classes.
Decorations for the event were in
Members of the club were conlavender and pink, colors of the Omi- gratulated on their enthusiasm in
the
cron Nu.
recent ticket-selling drive. Paul Ford
and Ramona Lopez were especially
proficient in this work.

Koinonia

A notice will be posted as soon as
The lev. Eugene Bushong of the
the quota of forty has been reached. Congregational Church in Longrnead- 1
ow, Mass., was the guest speaker at A
Koinonia last Sunday evening in the I /Attend
MCA. The topic of his discussion
This concert is being sponsored by
Over 100 Catholic students attended
Nforna Kimball was elected presi- was the growth and basic beliefs of
the Men's Association of the Rock- dent of
a successful Post-Easter Communion
the Off Campus Women at Protestantism.
land Congregational Church.
the recent elections. Other officers
The next Koinonia meeting, to be Breakfast held last Sunday morning
Principal speaker was Brother Samchosen were: Mary Dirks as vice held April 20, will consist of a hymn
president, Thelma Crossland as secre- sing. The meeting will take place at uel, C.F.X., principal of John Bapst
tary, Mary Weymouth as treasurer, the MCA at 7:00. Natalie Mayo and High School in Bangor. The topic of
and Lorraine Littlefield and Ruth Jane Anne Sibley are in charge of Brother Samuel's talk was "Courage
and Perseverance."
Blenkhorn as co-social chairmen.
the plans for this meeting.
Mary Healy acted as chairman of
Dr. Frederick Martin, professor of
At the last meeting of the club, the
the affair, and Joe Wedge served as
chemistry, is confined to the Eastern girls had a spaghetti feed at the MCA,
toastmaster.
Maine General Hospital with a frac- followed by a business meeting and
Verrill and Stetson, playing Northtured vertebra.
entertainment.
Those on the social committee were:
South. and Moores and Doe, on the Joan Haselton, Virginia Healey, MarEast-West side, took top honors in guerite Sullivan, Evelyn White, Jackie
the bridge tournament held on Friday, Brown. Ed McDermott. Jim Beaudry,
Neal Kelley. Dick Gagnon. Peg MilNew officers will be elected at the April 11. Five tables were in play.
The next tournament will be held lington. Dave Dube, and Francis
meeting of the International Relations
Friday, April 18, at 7:00 p.m.
Murphy.
Artie Tsomides, newly elected May- I Club to be held this Wednesday at
8:00
p.m.
in South Estabrooke Hall
or of The Brunswick Annex, is enjoyClem Vose, Paul McGouldrick and
•
ing his office
other
experts
foreign
on
affairs
will
Following a colorful campaign, Tsomides was served breakfast in his lead a discussion on The Truman Docroom by fellow students, and was later trine following the elections. Refreshments will be served. All students
presented with the key to his office.
and faculty are invited.

CatholIc Students
Breakfast

Off Campus Women

Dr. Martin Injured
In Fall From Roof

Bridge Tournament

New Annex Mayor IRC
In Enjoying Himself 1

MAYOR RACE
(Continued from Page Two)
day, May 5, between 7:00 p.m. and
8:00 p.m. at a place to be designated
later by this committee.
All campaigns will be kept on a high
moral level, with all activities to be
held on the campus and limited to
those that will not endanger the health
of any student.
There will be no automobile parades
or excessive noise except (luring times
designated for speeches.

for
3months•

PilVeS
ya U

People gay—
"YOU CAN FIND IT AT-

"PAT"

PAR K'S

Thanks you for your
I patronage and invites you
to drop in any time

11 .17 WU ST

HARDWARE
& VARIETY
ORONO. ME.

FARNSWORTH'S CAFE

PAUL'S

It

You're the
man most
likely to
succeed

•

What are YOU
doing about
MOTHER'S DAY?
Sunday, May 11th
Make Your Appointment
NOW

Ted Newhall
Photographer
Orono 8171
•

Bank Bldg.

OUR GABARDINES
Are Something to Gab About
GABARDINE SLACKS
GABARDINE TOPCOATS
GABARDINE SUITS

JoHn PAUL Co.
55 PICKERING SQ.. BANGOR

••

First prize goes to the Best-Dressed
College Man. He owes that trim,
athletic look to famous Van Heusen
collar styling and figure-fit tailoring.
His Van Hcusen necktie adds extra
swank to his appearance. Van Heusen
style-savvy goes together with hard-toget quality. Magic sewmanship and
Sanforized, laboratory-tested shirt
fabrics mean many semesters of
wearing satisfaction. Graduate to
Van Heusen today! Phillips-Jones
Corp., New York I, N. Y.

• in Van Hemel]Shirts and ties

Made by the makers of Van Heusen Shirts, Ties, Pajamas,Collars, Sport Shirts
•
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"United States for Europe" was the
topic.

Dean Kendall Announces Maine Debaters Win
Assembly For May 14th Over New Brunswick

Music Night Will Feature
Beethoven's 'Choral Fantasy'
The first New England performance' George Griffing, and George Wallingof Beethoven's "Choral Fantasy" vill ford.
be a feature of this year's Music Night
Tickets are now on sale at a price
at Maine, to be held in the Memorial of fifty cents. This includes admission
Gymnasium Friday, April 25, at 7:45. to the dance following the concert.
This number, consisting of five parts. These tickets may be purchased from
was written for piano, chorus, and dormitory or house representatives or
orchestra. Stanley Murray is playing from Mu ..11pha Epsilon members.
the piano solos.
Other featured soloists are Anna t
Crouse, who, accompanied by tilt
orchestra, will play a French horn
solo of the "Berceuse" from Godard's
"Jocelyn"; Evan Johnson, playing the
solo trumpet in a performance of "The
"Twelfth Night," first ShakespeariDebutante" by Clarke; and Arline an drama to be undertaken by the
Tankle, who will sing the soprano Masque since the
war, will be presentsolo in "Hear My Prayer," a Mendels- ed by members of Professor Bricker's
sohn cantata.
advanced acting class at the Little
Evelyn Foster and Jean Wallace are Theatre on Saturday, April 26.
soloists with the numbers to be preDirected by Earle Rankin, the
sented by the Modern Dance Club. cast includes Robert Brown, Bangor;
Erie will do LaFalla's "Nightmare Lydia Backer, Portland; Mary
Dirks,
Fire Dance," and Jean is interpreting Orono; Leon Shalek, Presque Isle;
the solo portion of Debussy's "Clair Joseph Tillem, Brooklyn; Ethel Morde Lune," given by the Modern Dance ris, Bangor; Arnold Colbath, Bangor;
Club apprentices.
Ralph Higgins, Eatch Machias; Royal
Music Night is :-;,onsored by Mu '..raves, Waterford; John Crooker,
Alpha Epsilon, holl.)rary music society. Liucksport; and Charles Leach, W.
Members of this group on the Music Palm Beach, Flordia.
Night committees are Stanley Murray, i "Seven Sisters," another presentaMargaret Preble, Harriette Watson.; tion of the advanced acting class, will
Alberta Closson, Don Crossland, be presented on April
18 and 19.
Curtain time for the two presentations of "Seven Sisters" will be 8:15
p.m. "Twelfth Night" will show on
the 20th with a matinee at 2:30 and
1 the evening performance scheduled for
8:15 p.m.
1
High school groups xvishing to
:lave entered the
Intrafrateri..ty Sing to be held Tues- attend either presentation have been
day. May 6, at 7:30 in t'ie Memorial t.sked to contact Professor Bricker.
The box office will be open for both
Gymnasium.
9lays
every day during the week of
The Sing as initiat.-1 as an annual
event in l()42. with a cup frf 2:1 the April 14.

Dean Glenn Kendall, a member of
the assembly committee, announced
recently that there will be no more
assemblies until May 14th, at which
time Dr. Henry Noble McCracken,
former president of Vassar College,
will appear as speaker

Maine Debaters defeated the University of Nev Brunswick in a debate
before the Frederickton N. B., Kiwanis
Club Tuesday night.
Maine was represented by Edward I
Cromier and Donald Waring. AI

The Travel Wise Stop at.••

BANGOR HOUSE
BANGOR * * * MAINE
When you or your friends
"come to town"
Good meals—che.ry rooms
from $2.00 a day
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T
welfth Night/
To be Given

DAVE "BOO" FERRISS
leading pitcher of the
American League—W.-25 1.-6

Rehear,
niff Shali•

Seven Enter
Sing

Clevel :
awarded to the winning •,..• :laity. Sign:a .•`.1;lia Epsilon
won t.- • cup in 1942. Sigma Nu, given
the cup in 7•43. still holds it, since the
Sing was suspended during the war.
Clement Vose is in charge of arrangements.
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NORTHEASTERN
UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW
Day and Evening
Programs
Men and Women
Admitted

• From colleges coast to coast business-minded young women come to
Katharine Gibbs for secretarial
training. Career opportunities listed
in booklet, GIBBS GIRLS AT WORK,
show why Gibbs is "tops" with
college women. Write College
Course Dean.

KATHARINE GIBBS
NEW YORK 17
BOSTON 16
CHICAGO II
PROVIDENCE I

230 Park Arc
90 Marlborough St.
51 East Superior St.
I 5 Anvil St

WSE
Elect

Opening Date
September 2, 1947
Early application necessary
L L.B. degree conferred

A slate
year's Wtm.
officers was
B. J. Durgi
dent.
Election d
be sometime
as follows:
For presie
Donna Welt
Carter and K
cr. Janice C
secretary, B
Powers.

Prepares for the practice
of law
Catalog upon request

47 Mt. Vernon Street
Boston 8, Massachusetts

PARAMOUNT — Cocktails
PARAMOUNT — Chinese Food
PAVOUNT — Steaks
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CAMPUS RADIO REPAIR
For Expert Radio Servicing on All Makes

HESTIA-FIELD

Including Auto Radios
Ro, Noyes

Flect%ood I'ride

ALL OVER AMERICA—CHESTERFIELD IS TOPS!
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UP AND DELIVERS

Td. Campus 486
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